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In this paper we consider the full information discrete-time H -control problem`
for the class of linear systems with Markovian jumping parameters. The state-space
of the Markov chain is assumed to take values in a countably infinite set. Full
information here means that the controller has access to both the state-variables
and jump-variables. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a
feedback controller that makes the l -induced norm of the system less than a2
prespecified bound is obtained. This condition is written in terms of a set of infinite
coupled algebraic Riccati equations. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
A great deal of attention has been recently given to the class of linear
systems subject to abrupt changes in their structures. This is due, at least
in part, to the large number of applications found in the literature, for
instance, in systems subject to random failures, repairs, or sudden environ-
mental disturbances, abrupt variation of the operating point on a non-
 .linear plant, etc. Markovian jump linear systems MJLS comprise an
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important family of systems subject to abrupt variations. In this case the
changes in the structure of the system are assumed to be modeled by a
Markov chain, taking values in a countably infinite set, and this takes the
system into distinct linear forms in a state-variable representation. Practi-
cal motivations as well as some theoretical results for JMLS can be found,
w xfor instance, in 1, 3]11, 14, 16, 17, 19]22, 25, 27]30, 32, 33 .
The H -control problem was originally formulated as a linear design`
 w x.problem in the frequency domain see, for instance 15, 37 . In a state-space
 w x.formulation cf. 2, 12, 31, 34 , the H -control problem consists of obtain-`
ing a controller that stabilizes a linear system and ensures that the
l -induced norm from the additive input disturbance to the output is less2
than a prespecified attenuation value. The H -control analysis, within this`
 w x.framework, has been extended to comprise non-linear systems cf. 18, 35 ,
 w x. infinite dimensional linear systems see 23 , and the LQG problem cf.
w x. w24 . Regarding the MJLSs, the H -control was previously studied in 11,`
x w x30 for the continuous-time and in 17 for the discrete-time problem. The
w xtechnique in 11, 17 provides sufficient conditions for a solution whereas
w xin 30 the differential game interpretation for the problem is employed.
In this paper we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for the
existence of a state-feedback controller that stabilizes in a probabilistic
.sense a MJLS and ensures that, for any l -additive disturbance sequence2
to the system, the output is smaller than some prespecified bound. In the
deterministic set-up, this problem would be equivalent to the H -control`
problem in the time-domain formulation. Using the concept of stochastic
stabilizability and stochastic detectability, see Definitions 1 and 2, the
necessary and sufficient condition is derived in terms of a set of infinite
coupled algebraic Riccati equations. The technique of proof follows the
one used in the literature for H -control in a state-space formulation see`
w x. w x31, 34 . The proof of necessity relies on a representation result by 36 ;
for the minimum of quadratic forms within translations of Hilbert sub-
w xspaces, see Lemma 3. Notice that the sufficient condition presented in 17
is apparently different from the one obtained here but, in fact, after some
algebraic manipulation, it can be shown that they are identical, when
restricted to the case where the Markov chain takes value in a finite set.
However, the methods for deriving this condition are widely distinct. The
Hilbert space technique employed here provides some powerful tools for
analyzing the H -control problem of MJLS with the Markov chain taking`
values in a countably infinite set, allowing us to show that the condition
derived is not only sufficient but also necessary.
The paper content is as follows. In Section 2 the basic definitions and
notations are presented. In Section 3 the probabilistic structure of the
problem is settled and in Section 4 the H -control problem for MJLS is`
precisely defined, together with auxiliary results involving the concepts of
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stochastic stabilizable and stochastic detectable systems. The main charac-
terization result and the proofs of sufficiency and necessity are presented
in Section 5.
2. NOTATION AND ASSUMPTIONS
Throughout this paper C stands for the set of complex numbers, C n is
0  4the n-dimensional complex Euclidean space, and N s 0, 1, . . . , N s
 4  m n.1, 2, . . . . We denote by M C , C the normed linear space of all n by m
 n.complex matrices and, for simplicity, we shall write M C whenever
n s m. We set * for conjugate transpose. The notation L G 0 and L ) 0
indicates that a self-adjoint matrix is positive semi-definite or positive
 n.q   n. 4definite, respectively. We denote M C s L g M C ; L s L* G 0 .
 n. nEither the uniform induced norm in M C or the standard norm in C is
5 5represented by ? .
m , n  m , n .Let H H respectively be the linear space made up of all infinite1 sup
 .  m n.sequences of complex matrices H s H , H , . . . , H g M C , C , such1 2 i
` 5 5  5 5 4 .that the series  H converges sup H ; i s 1, 2, . . . - ` . For h gis1 i i
m , n  m , n . m , n  m , n.H H g H respectively we define a norm in H H by1 sup 1 sup
`
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5H s H H s sup H ; i s 1, 2, . . . . 4 .1 supi i
is1
n n nq  nWe shall write H and H whenever n s m, H s H g H ; H g1 sup 1 1 i
 n.q 4 nqM C , i s 1, 2, . . . and similarly for H .sup
 m , n 5 5 .  5 5 .Remark 1. It is easy to verify that H , ? and l , ?1 11 1
the space of all infinite absolute convergent sequences of complex num-
.bers with the usual l -norm are uniformly homeomorphic. Similarly1
 m , n 5 5 .  5 5 . H , ? and l , ? the space of all infinite uniformlysup supsup sup
.bounded sequences of complex numbers with the sup norm can be shown
 5 5 .  5 5 .to be uniformly homeomorphic. Since l , ? and l , ? are1 sup1 sup
 m , n 5 5 .  m , n 5 5 .Banach spaces, we have that H , ? and H , ? are also1 sup1 sup
Banach spaces.
 .  . nqRemark 2. For H s H , . . . , L s L , . . . in H we use the nota-1 1 1
tion H F L to indicate that H F L for each i in N. It is clear that ifi i
nq 5 5 5 5H F L, H, L in H then H F L .1 11
w xFinally for any complex Banach spaces X and Y we denote by B X, Y
the Banach space of all bounded linear transformations of X into Y with
5 5the uniform induced norm represented by ? . For simplicity we set
w x w x  .  .B X s B X, X and, for L g B X , we denote by r L the spectral radius
of L .
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3. PROBABILISTIC ASSUMPTIONS
Ä Ä .Consider V, F a probabilistic space and set N the s-field of all subsets
Ä `of N. Define V s V =  N, where = and  denote the product space,is0
Ä 0 4and F s s S = c = c = . . . ; S g F and c g N for each i g N , where0 1 i
 4s S denotes the s-field generated by the subsets S. Define also for
0 ` Äk g N , F s s S = c = c = ??? = c =  N; S g F and c g Nk 0 1 k iskq1 i
4   4 .0for i s 0, . . . , k so that F ; F. On the probabilistic space V, F, Fk k k g N
we consider a probability measure P such that
< <P u k q 1 s j F s P u k q 1 s j u k s p , .  .  . . .k u k . j
where p G 0 for i, j g N, ` p s 1 for each i g N, and for eachi j js1 i j
0  .  . .k g N , u k is a random variable from V to N defined as u k v s vk
Ä .   .4 0with v s j , v , v , . . . g V, j g V, v g N. Clearly u k is a0 1 k k g N
Markov chain taking values in N and with transition probability matrix
w xP s p .i j
m  m.Set C s L V, F, P,C the Hilbert space made up of all second2
order C m-valued random variables with the inner product given by
 . m  .$ x; y %s E x*y for all x, y g C , where E ? stands for the expecta-
tion of the underlying scalar valued random variables, and the norm is
5 5  m. ` mdenoted by ? . Set l C s [ C , the direct sum of countably2 2 ks0
m   . .infinite copies of C , which is a Hilbert space made up of r s r 0 , . . . ,
 . m 0 5 5 2 ` 5  .5 2 .r k g C , k g N such that r s  E r k - `, and with the2 ks0
inner product also denoted by $ ?; ? % .
m  m.   . . mDefine C ; l C in the following way: r s r 0 , . . . g C if r g2
 m.  .  m. 0 ml C and r k g L V, F , P, C for each k g N . We have that C2 k2
 m.is a closed linear subspace of l C and therefore a Hilbert space. We2
m    .  ..  .  m.also define C s r s r 0 , . . . , r k ; r i g L V, F , P, C for eachk k 2 i
4i s 0, . . . , k and Q the set of all F -measurable variables taking values0 0
in N.
4. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND AUXILIARY
RESULTS
In this paper we shall consider the following class of discrete-time
Markovian jump linear systems,
x k q 1 s A x k q B u k q D w k , .  .  .  .u k . u k . u k .
1 .
n 0x 0 s x g C , u 0 s u g Q , k g N , .  .0 0 0 0
  .  . . p   .  . . mwhere w s w 0 , w 1 , . . . g C and u s u 0 , u 1 , . . . g C . From
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 .1 and the definition of the probabilistic space in Section 3 above we have
  .  .. n 0that x s x 0 , . . . , x k g C for every k g N . We assume that A sk k
 . n  . m , n  . p, nA , A , . . . g H , B s B , B , . . . g H , D s D , D , . . . g H .1 2 sup 1 2 sup 1 2 sup
 .We shall write, whenever necessary, E ? to indicate that the expectedu . x .0 0
 .  .  .value is taken in 1 above with x 0 s x and u 0 s u .0 0
 . n  . n  . nFor F s F , . . . g H , P s P , . . . g H , V s V , . . . g H , we1 sup 1 1 1 sup
 .   . . define the operators L P s L P , . . . which is associated to the1
w x.  .second moments of a MJLS; see Proposition 2 of 9 and E V s
  . .E V , . . . as1
`
UL P s p F P F 2 .  .j i j i i i
is1
`
E V s p V . . i i j j
js1
 n.  n .It is easy to verify that L g B H and E g B H . In what follows we1 sup
shall use the subscript 1 and sup to distinguish the spectral radius and
 n.  n .norms in B H and B H , respectively.1 sup
We make the following definitions:
 .  .DEFINITION 1. We say that A, B is stochastically stabilizable SS if
there exists some K g H n, m such that for any initial condition x g C n,sup 0 0
` 5  .5 2 .  .u g Q , we have that  E x k - ` where x k is given by0 0 ks0 u , x .0 0
 .  .  .1 with u k s yK x k and w s 0. In this case we say that Ku k .
 .stabilizes A, B .
 . n, r  .DEFINITION 2. Consider C s C , C , . . . g H . We say that C, A1 2 sup
 . r , nis stochastically detectable SD if there exists some H g H suchsup
that for any initial condition x g C n, u g Q , we have that0 0 0 0
` 5  .5 2 .  . E x k - ` where x k is given byks0 u , x .0 0
x k q 1 s A y H C x k , k g N0 , .  . .u k . u k . u k .
 .and, in this case, we say that H stabilizes C, A .
1r2  U .1r2 1r2  1r2 . nqRemark 3. If we set M s C C , M s M , . . . g H ,i i i 1 sup
 .  1r2 .then we get that C, A is SD if and only if M , A is SD. This followsi
from the fact that for some unitary matrix U , C s U M 1r2 for each i g N.i i i i
w xThe following result was shown in 9 .
 . n, mPROPOSITION 1. A, B is SS if and only if there exists some K g Hsup
 .  .such that r L - 1, where L is defined as in 2 with F s A y B K .1 i i i i
 . r , nSimilarly, C, A is SD if and only if there exists some H g H such thatsup
 .  .r L - 1, where L is defined as in 2 with F s A y H C .1 i i i i
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 .  .  .  .Consider now Eq. 1 with u k s yK x k and L as defined in 2u k .
with F s A y B K . The following result will be required in the sequel,i i i i
and is proved in the Appendix.
 .   .  . . nPROPOSITION 2. r L - 1 if and only if x s x 0 , x 1 , . . . g C for1
  .  . . p ne¨ery w s w 0 , w 1 , . . . g C , x g C , and u g Q .0 0 0 0
 . n, r U  . nqFor C s C , . . . g H , set M s C C , i g N, M s M , . . . g H .1 sup i i i 1 sup
w xThe following result is a straightforward modification of Theorem 1 in 9 .
 .  .PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that A, B is SS and C, A is SD. Then there
 . nqexists a unique solution L s L , . . . g H such that, for each i g N,1 sup
y1U U U UL s M q A E L A y A E L B I q B E L B B E L A .  .  .  . .i i i i i i i i i i i i i i
s M q A y B J * E L A y B J q JU J , i g N, .  .  . .i i i i i i i i i i
where
y1U UJ s I q B E L B B E L A , i g N. .  . .i i i i i i i
 .  .Moreo¨er, J s J , . . . stabilizes A, B .1
 . n p m m , nFor x , w, q g C [ C [ C , u g Q , and K g H , define the0 0 0 0 sup
 . n p m nlinear operator X u , ? from C [ C [ C to C asK 0 0
X u , x , w , q s x s x , x 1 , . . . , 3 .  .  . .K 0 0 0
 .  .  .  .where x is defined as in 1 above with u k s yK x k q q k ,u k .
  . . m  .q s q 0 , . . . g C . From Proposition 2, it is clear that if r L - 1,1
n  . w n p m n xthen x g C and X u ,? g B C [ C [ C , C . Define z sK 0 0
  .  . .z 0 , z 1 , . . . as
z k s C x k q N u k , 4 .  .  .  .u k . u k .
 . n, r  . m , rwhere C s C , . . . g H and N s N , . . . g H satisfy:1 sup 1 sup
 . UC1 C N s 0 for each i g N, andi i
 . UC2 N N s I for each i g N.i i
 .  . UIn the Corollary below, conditions C1 and C2 are replaced by N N ) bIj i
for each i g N and some b ) 0. Set M s CU C for each i g N, andi i i
 . nq rM s M , . . . g H . We have that z g C and the following bounded1 sup
 . w n p m r xlinear operator Z u ,? g B C [ C [ C , C is well defined:K 0 0
 .   .  . .Z u , x , w, q s z s z 0 , z 1 , . . . . For the H -optimal control prob-K 0 0 `
0  . 0  . w p n xlem we define the operators X u ,? and Z u , ? in B C , C andK 0 K 0 0
w p r x 0  .  . 0  .B C , C , respectively, as X u , w s X u , 0, w, 0 and Z u , w s0 K 0 K 0 K 0
 .Z u , 0, w, 0 . We want to solve the following problem: given d ) 0, findK 0
 .K that stabilizes A, B and such that
0sup Z u , ? - d , .K 0
u gQ0 0
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so that,
`
2 2 20Z u , w s E C x k q u k .  .  .  /K 0 u , 0. u k .2 0
ks0
`
22- d E w k . . u , 0.0
ks0
for every w g C p different from 0 and u g Q .0 0
5. MAIN RESULTS
5.1. Main Theorem
The following Theorem, to be proved in the following subsections, will
give a solution to the above problem.
 .THEOREM. Suppose that C, A is SD an consider d ) 0 fixed. Then
 . 5 0  .5there exists K that stabilizes A, B and such that sup Z u , . - du g Q K 00 0
 . nqif and only if there exists P s P , . . . g H satisfying the following1 sup
conditions:
 . 2 U  . 2i d I y D E P D G a I for all i g N and some a ) 0.i i i
 .   . .   ..ii P s M q A y B K q 1rd D G * E P A y B K qi i i i i i i i i i i
 . . U U1rd D G q K K y G G , i g N, wherei i i i i i
1y1U UK s I q B E P B B E P A q D G , i g N, .  . .i i i i i i i i i /d
y11 1
U UG s I y D E P D D E P A y B K , i g N, .  .  .i i i i i i i i i2  / / dd
that is,
K s I q BU E P B .i i i i
y1y11 1
U U Uq B E P D I y D E P D D E P B .  .  .i i i i i i i i i2 2 / /d d
y11 1
U U U? B I q E P D I y D E P D D E P A .  .  .i i i i i i i i i2 2 / / /d d
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y1y11
U Us I q B E P I y D D E P B .  .i i i i i i2 /d
y11
U U? B E P I y D D E P A , i g N .  .i i i i i i2 /d
1
UG s I y D E P D .i i i i2 d
y11 y1U U Uq D E P B I q B E P B B E P D .  .  . .i i i i i i i i i2 /d
1 y1U U U? D I y E P B I q B E P B B E P A .  .  . . /i i i i i i i i i /d
y11 1 y1U Us I y D E P I q B B E P D .  .i i i i i i2 /d d
y1U U? D E P I q B B E P A , i g N. .  . /i i i i i i
 .  .  .iii r L - 1 where L is as defined in 2 with F s A y B K q1 i i i i
 .1rd D G .i i
5 0  .5Furthermore, in this case, sup Z u , ? - d .u g Q K 00 0
Remark 4. It is not difficult to check that, when restricted to the
 .deterministic case that is, a Markov chain with a single state , the above
 w x.result reduces to some known results in the current literature cf. 31 . In
 .addition, if we take d ª ` in ii above, we obtain the set of coupled
algebraic Riccati equations presented in Proposition 3, which provides the
characterization of the LQ control problem for MJLS. This is analogous to
what is found in the deterministic H -control case.`
 .  .Let us suppose that, instead of conditions C1 and C2 , we only have
U n .that N N ) bI for each i g N and some b ) 0. Set A s A , . . . g H ,i i 1 sup
p, n n, r nq .  .  .B s B , . . . g H , C s C , . . . g H , and M s M , . . . g H as1 sup 1 sup 1 sup
y1U UA s A y B N N N C , .i i i i i i i
y1r2UB s B N N , .i i i i
y1U UC s C y N N N N C , .i i i i i i i
UM s C C . .i i i
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The following Corollary is an immediate consequence of the above Theo-
 .  U .y1rem, after applying a preliminary feedback u k s y N Nu k . u k .
U  .  U .y1r2  .  .  .   .N C x k q N N ¨ k to 1 and 4 with ¨ k playing theu k . u k . u k . u k .
.  w xrole of the new control variable , and we shall omit the proof see 23 for
.similar results .
 .COROLLARY. Suppose that C, A is SD and consider d ) 0 fixed. Then
 . 5 0  .5there exists K that stabilizes A, B and such that sup Z u , ? - d ifu g Q K 00 0
 . nq  .  .and only if there exists P s P , . . . g H satisfying conditions i , ii , and1 sup
 .iii of the Theorem, replacing A , B , C , and M by respecti¨ ely, A , B , C ,i i i i i i i
05  .5and M . Furthermore in this case, sup Z u , ? - d , where K si u g Q K 00 0m , n .K , . . . g H is gi¨ en by1 sup
y1r2 y1U U UK s y N N K q N N N C , i g N. .  . .i i i i i i i i
5.2. Proof of Sufficiency
We prove in this subsection the sufficiency part of the Theorem. Note
 .that stochastic stabilizability of C, A is not required now. The proof will
require the following propositions:
 .  .  .PROPOSITION 4. Suppose that i , ii , and iii of the Theorem holds.
 .  .Then K s K , . . . stabilizes A, B .1
Ã Ã Ã n .  .Proof. Set F s A y B K , F s F , . . . g H . From ii we have thati i i i 1 sup
for every i g N,
P s M q KUK y GU Gi i i i i i
1 1
q A y B K q D G *E P A y B K q D G .i i i i i i i i i i i /  /d d
DU E P D .i i iU Us M q K K q G I y Gi i i i i2 /d
q A y B K *E P A y B K .  .  .i i i i i i i
ÃU Ã ÃU Ãs C C q F E P F , 5 .  .i i i i i
ÃU U U 2 U 1r2 U Ãw   .  . . xwhere C s C G I y 1rd D E P D K and set C si i i i i i i
Ã Ã Ã Ã .  . w  . C , . . . . Define also H s H , . . . , where H s 0 y 1rd D I y1 1 i i
 2 . U  . .y1r2 x  .1rd D E P D 0 . From assumption iii of the Theorem, it isi i i
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã .  .  .easy to verify that H stabilizes C, F see Definition 2 and thus C, F is
w xSD. By a straightforward modification of Proposition 7 in 9 we have that
Ã Ã n .  .  .  .this and 5 implies that r L - 1, where L g B H is defined as in 21 1
Ãreplacing F by F .i i
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For the remainder of this section we consider, for arbitrary u g Q and0 0
p   . . 0  .   . .any w g C , x s 0, x 1 , . . . s X u , w , and z s 0, z 1 , . . . sK 0
0  .Z u , w .K 0
 .  .  .PROPOSITION 5. Suppose that i , ii , and iii of the Theorem hold. Then
5 5 2 2 5 5 2 5 5 2z s d w y r , 6 . .2 2 2
  .  . . p 0where r s r 0 , r 1 , . . . g C is defined for k g N as
1r21 1
Ur k s I y D E P D G x k y w k . .  .  .  .u k . u k . u k . u k .2  / / dd
 .Proof. From ii of the Theorem we have that for every i g N,
P s M q KUK q A y B K *E P A y B K .  .  .i i i i i i i i i i i
1
U Uq G I y D E P D G . 7 .  .i i i i i2 /d
Since
x k q 1 s A y B x k q D w k , x 0 s 0, .  .  .  . .u k . u k .Ku k . u k .
we get that
21r2P x k q 1 .u kq1. 2
s E x k q 1 *P x k q 1 .  . .u kq1.
s E E A y B K x k . . u k . u k . u k .
qD w k *P A y B K x k .  . .. u k . u kq1. u k . u k . u k .
<qD w k F . .. /u k . k
s E x k * A y B K *E P A y B K x k .  .  . .  . u k . u k . u k . u k . u k . u k . u k .
qw k *DU E P A y B K x k .  .  . .u k . u k . u k . u k . u k .
qx k * A y B K *E P D w k .  .  . .u k . u k . u k . u k . u k .
qw k *DU E D w k . .  . .u k . u k . u k .
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 .Using 7 it is straightforward to show that
2 2 2 2 21r2 1r2 2 2P x k q 1 s P x k y z k q d w k y d r k . .  .  .  .  .2 2 2u kq1. u k .2 2
 .  . Recalling that x 0 s 0 and x N ª 0 as N ª ` since K stabilizes
 ..A, B , we get that as N ª `,
Ny1
2 2 21r2 1r2 1r20 F P x k q 1 y P x k s P x N .  .  . u kq1. u k . u N . /2 2 2
ks0
5 5 5 5 2F P x N ª 0, .sup 2
so that
`
2 2 22 20 s y z k q d w k y d r k .  .  .  .2 2 2
ks0
 .showing 6 .
Ä p Ä 0 .  .  .  .  .Define the operator W u , ? g B C as W u , ? s 1rd GX u , ?0 0 K 0
p Ä .   .  . .  .y I, that is, for w g C , W u , w s w s w 0 , w 1 , . . . where w k sÄ Ä Ä Ä0
 .  .  . 01rd G x k y w k for k g N . In the next proposition and proof ofu k .
Lemma 1 we shall drop, for notational simplicity, the dependence of the
operators in u .0
 .  .  .PROPOSITION 6. Suppose that i , ii , and iii of the Theorem holds.
ÄThen W is in¨ertible.
p Ä Ä .   .  . .Proof. For w g C , define the operator Y as Y w s y 0 , y 1 , . . .Ä Ä
where
1
y k q 1 s A y B K q D G y k .  .Ä Äu k . u k . u k . u k . u k . /d
yD w k , y 0 s 0. .  .Äu k .
 .   . .Note that, since r L - 1 condition iii of the Theorem , we have from1
Ä p n Ä .  . 5 5Proposition 2 that Y w g B C , C and Y F a for some a G 0 and all
Ä p Ä Ä .  .u g Q . Define now W g B C as W s 1rd GY y I, that is, for0 0 inv inv
p Ä  .   .  . .  .  .  .w g C , W w s s s s 0 , s 1 , . . . where s k s 1rd G y k yÄ Ä Ä Ä Äinv u k .
0 Ä .  .w k for k g N . From these definitions it is easy to verify that Y w s
0 Ä 0 Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .  .X s and Y w s X w . Let us show that WW s W W s I. Indeed,Ä ÄK K inv inv
Ä Ä Ä 0 Ä Ä .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .WW w s W s s 1rd GX s y s s 1rd GY w y 1rd GY w yÄ Ä Äinv K
Ä Ä Ä Ä 0.  .  .  .  .  .  .w s w, and W W w s W w s 1rd GY w y w s 1rd GX w yÄ Ä Äinv inv K
0 y1 pÄ Ä .  . .  .1rd GX w y w s w, showing that W s W g B C .K inv
We can now prove the sufficiency of the Theorem.
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 .  .  .LEMMA 1. Suppose that i , ii , and iii of the Theorem hold. Then K
 . 5 0  .5stabilizes A, B and sup Z u , ? - d .u g Q K 00 0
Äy1 .  . 5 5Proof. Consider a ) 0 as in i , and a ) ard such that W F a1 1
for every u g Q . Since0 0
1 y1y1Ä Ä5 5 5 5 5 5w F W w F W w .2 2 2
a1
we conclude that
U` 1 12 U5 5r s E G x k y w k I y D E P D .  .  .2 u k . u k . u k . u k .2 /  / d dks0
1
= G x k y w k .  .u k . / /d
22 2` `a 1 a 2ÄG E G x k y w k s E W w k .  .  .  .   /u k .2 2 /dd dks0 ks0
2 2a a2 2Ä 5 5s W w G w . 222 2d da .1
 . pand therefore, from 6 with w / 0 in C ,
2a2 2 2 2 22 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5z s d w y r F d w y w .2 2 2 2 2 / /da1
2a 2 22 25 5 5 5s d 1 y w - d w ,2 2 / /da1
proving the desired result.
5.3. Proof of Necessity
We show in this subsection the necessity part of the Theorem, as stated
in the next Lemma.
 .  .LEMMA 2. Suppose that C, A is SD and there exits K s K , . . . g1
n, m 0 . 5  .5H such that it stabilizes A, B and sup Z u - d for somesup u g Q K 00 0
 . nq  .  .d ) 0. Then there exists P s P , . . . g H satisfying conditions i , ii ,1 sup
 .and iii of the Theorem.
 .  .From Proposition 3 and the fact that C, A is SD and A, B SS, there
 . nqexists a unique L s L , . . . g H such that for i g N,1 sup
y1U U U UL s M q A E L A y A E L B I q B E L B B E L A .  .  .  . .i i i i i i i i i i i i i i
s M q A y B J * E L A y B J q JU J , i g N, 8a .  .  .  . .i i i i i i i i i i
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where
y1U UJ s I q B E L B B E L A , i g N, 8b .  .  . .i i i i i i i
 .  .  . n p mand J s J , . . . stabilizes A, B . For any x , w, q g C [ C [ C ,1 0 0
  . .   . .   .  ..u g Q , w s w 0 , . . . , q s q 0 , . . . , we set see 3 and 4 x s0 0
  . .  .   . .  .x 0 , . . . s X u , x , w, q , z s z 0 , . . . s Z u , x , w, q , andJ 0 0 J 0 0
2 22 5 5J u , x , w , q s Z u , x , w , q y d w .  . 20 0 J 0 0 2
`
2 2s E C x k q yJ x k q q k .  .  . u , x . u k . u k .0 0
ks0
22yd w k . 2 /
and we want to solve the minimax problem
ÃJ u , x s sup inf J u , x , w , q . 9 .  .  .0 0 0 0mp qgCwgC
We shall first solve the minimization problem,
ÄJ u , x , w s inf J u , x , w , q . 10 .  .  .0 0 0 0mqgC
In order to solve the above problem, we need the following result,
w x  . p n  . p mproved in 10 . Let R u , ? : C ª C and Q u , ? : C ª C be the0 0
  .  . . p  .transformations defined for w s w 0 , w 1 , . . . g C , R u , w s r s0
  .  . .r 0 , r 1 , . . . , where
`
r k s E A y B J * .  .  u  l . u  l . u  l . / lskqjq1js0
<L D w k q j F , k G 0 .u kqjq1. u kqj. k /
 .   .  . .and Q u , w s q s q 0 , q 1 , . . . whereÄ Ä Ä0
y1U Uq k s y I q B E L B B r k , k G 0. .  .  .Ä  .u k . u k . u k . u k .
PROPOSITION 7. Consider u g Q fixed. Under the assumptions of0 0
 . w p n x  . w p m xLemma 2, R u , ? g B C , C and Q u , ? g B C , C . Moreo¨er,0 0
ÄJ u , x , w s J u , x , w , q s inf J u , x , w , q , .  . .Ä0 0 0 0 0 0mqgC
 .where q s Q u , w .Ä 0
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We shall now move on to the maximization problem, that is,
Ã Ä ÄJ u , x s J u , x , w s sup J u , x , w . 11 .  .  . .Ã0 0 0 0 0 0
pwgC
w xWe shall need the following result, due to Yakubovich 36 , also presented
w xin 23 .
 .LEMMA 3. Consider H a Hilbert space and a quadratic form J z s
 : w xS z ; z , z g H, and S g B H self adjoint. Let M be a closed subspace0
 .of H and M a translation of M by an element m g H i.e., M s M q m . If0 0
 :S z ; z
inf ) 0 :z ; zzgM0
Ã Ã .  .then there exists a unique element z g M such that J z s inf J z ,z g M
Ã w xwhere z s p q m, with p s G m g M for some G g B H .0
Ä .  .For u g Q fixed, define the following operators X u , ? , X u , ? in0 0 0 0
n p n n p r nÄw x  .  . w xB C [ C , C , and Z u , ? , Z u , . in B C [ C , C ; for x g C ,0 0 0 0 0 0
p   .  ..w g C , and K as in Lemma 2 see 3 and 4 ,
ÄX u , x , w s X u , x , w , Q u , w , .  . .0 0 J 0 0 0
ÄZ u , x , w s Z u , x , w , Q u , w , .  . .0 0 J 0 0 0
X u , x , w s X u , x , w , 0 , .  .0 0 K 0 0
Z u , x , w s Z u , x , w , 0 . .  .0 0 K 0 0
m  .Note from Proposition 7 that, for any q g C and every x , w g0
C n [ C p,0
2 22 22 2Ä 5 5 5 5Z u , x , w y d w F Z u , x , w , q y d w .  .2 20 0 J 0 02 2
0  . .  .  .  .and choosing q s q 0 , . . . as q k s J x k y K x k , k g N , weu k . u k .
m .  .  .get that Z u , x , w, q s Z u , x , w note that, indeed, q g C andJ 0 0 0 0
thus,
2 22 22 2Ä 5 5 5 5Z u , x , w y d w F Z u , x , w y d w . 12 .  .  .2 20 0 0 02 2
From Lemma 2, there exists a ) 0 such that for all w g C p,
20Z u , w .K 0 2 2 2sup - d y a 13 .2 55 5wu gQ 20 0
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 . pand thus, from 13 , for every w g C and arbitrary u g Q ,0 0
222 2 22 2 2 Ä5 5 5 5 5 5a w F d w y Z u , 0, w F d w y Z u , 0, w , 14 .  .  .2 2 20 02 2
that is,
222 Äd w k y Z u , 0, w .  .2 0 2 2inf G a . 15 .2p  55 5wgC w 2
PROPOSITION 8. Consider u g Q fixed. Under the hypothesis of Lemma0 0
2, for each x g C n, there exists a unique element w g C p such thatÃ0 0
Ã Ä Ä .  .  .pJ u , x s J u , x , w s sup J u , x , w . Moreo¨er, for someÃ0 0 0 0 w g C 0 0
 . w n p x  .W u , ? g B C , C , w s W u , x .Ã0 0 0 0
Proof. We have that
2 22Ä Ä 5 5J u , x , w s Z u , x , w y d w .  . 20 0 0 0 2
Ä Ä 2s$ Z*Z u , x , w ; x , w % y$ 0, d w ; x , w % .  .  .  .0 0 0 0
s$ S u , x , w ; x , w % , .  .0 0 0
Ä Ä 2 n p .  .  .where S u , x , w s Z*Z u , x , w y 0, d ¨ , 0 . We have that C [ C0 0 0 0 0
w n p x  .is a Hilbert space and S g B C [ C with S u , ? self adjoint. Define0 0
 . n p 4  .M s x , w g C [ C ; x s 0 and M s M q m with m s x , 0 g0 0 0 0 0 0
C n [ C p. M is a closed subspace of C n [ C p and M a translation of M0 0 0 0
 .by the element m. From 15 ,
222 Äy$ S z ; z % d w k y Z u , 0, w .  .2 0 2 2inf s inf Ga )02 2 5 p  55 5 5 5zgM wgCz w0 2 2
and invoking Lemma 3, we obtain that there exists a unique element
Ã Ä Ã Ä Ã .  .z g M such that yJ u , z s inf y J u , z , where z s p q m, p s0 z g M 0
 .  . w n p x  .W 9 u , m for some W 9 u , ? g B C [ C . Therefore, W 9 u , m s0 0 0 0
n p .  . w x  .W 9 u , x , 0 s 0, w and for some W g B C , C , w s W u , x .Ã Ã0 0 0 0 0
Remark 5. Notice that the same type of arguments in the proof of
 .Proposition 8 would yield a similar existence characterization for Q u , w ,0
namely, for each x g C p and w g C p, there exists an unique element0 0
m Ä .  . mq g C such that J u , x , w s J u , x , w , q s infÄ Ä0 0 0 0 q g C
 .  .  . w p m xJ u , x , w, q and q s Q u , w for some Q u , ? g B C , C . TheÄ0 0 0 0
 .  .expressions for r k and q k before Proposition 7 represent a stepÄ
further in the characterization of operator Q.
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For u g Q fixed define the operators0 0
n n n rÃ ÃX u , ? g B C , C , Z u , ? g B C , C 16 .  .  .0 0 0 0
as
Ã ÄX u , x s X u , x , W u , x .  . .0 0 0 0 0 0
s X u , x , W u , x , Q u , W u , x .  . . .J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
s x , x 1 , . . . s x . .Ã Ã0
Ã ÄZ u , x s Z u , x , W u , x .  . .0 0 0 0 0 0
s Z u , x , W u , x , Q u , W u , x .  . . .J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
s z 0 , z 1 , . . . s z .  . .Ã Ã Ã
so that
ÃJ u , x s sup inf J u , x , w , q .  .0 0 0 0mp qgCwgC
2 22Ãs Z u , x y d W u , x .  .0 0 0 02 2
Ã Ã 2s$ Z u , x ; Z u , x % yd $ W u , x ; W u , x % .  .  .  .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ã Ã 2s$ Z*Z y d W *W u , x ; x %s$ P u , x ; x % , .  . . 0 0 0 0 0 0
n Ã Ã 2 . w x  .  . .where P u , ? g B C is defined as P u , ? s Z*Z y d W *W u , ? .0 0 0 0
Since for any x g C n,0 0
ÃJ u , x s sup inf J u , x , w , q .  .0 0 0 0mp qgCwgC
2 222Ä Ä5 5s sup Z u , x , w y d w G Z u , x , 0 G 0, .  .2 50 0 0 02 2
pwgC
 . nit follows that P u , ? G 0. For each i g N and x g C , define P g0 0 i
w n x   .. nB C such that P x s E P i, x . For every x g C ,i 0 0 0
Ã  :  :J i , x s$ P i , x ; x %s E P I , x ; x s E P i , x ; x .  .  .  . . .0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 : Us P x ; x s x P x G 0i 0 0 0 i 0
so that P G 0.i
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 .In order to prove that P s P , . . . as defined above satisfies the1
conditions of the Theorem, we consider a truncated minimax problem
ÃkJ u , x s sup inf J u , x , w , q , 17 .  .  .0 0 0 0mqgCk , pwgC
where for i integers,
C k , i s s s s 0 , s 1 , . . . g C i , s i s 0 for i G k . 4 .  .  . .
k w p k , p x k .   .  .Moreover, setting w g B C , C as w w s w 0 , . . . , w k y 1 ,
.   .  . . p  .  .0, 0, . . . , where w s w 0 , w 1 , . . . g C , we get from 11 and 17 that
Ä k Ãk ÃJ u , x , w W u , x F J u , x F J u , x . .  .  . . .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
k  ..  .Since w W u , x ª W u , x as k ª ` we obtain, from continuity of0 0 0 0
Ä .J u , x , ? , that0 0
Ãk ÃJ u , x ª J u , x as k ª `. 18 .  .  .0 0 0 0
 .Furthermore, notice that 17 can be rewritten as
ky1
2kÃJ u , x s sup inf C x l .  .0 0 u  l . 2k , mk , p qgC ls0wgC
2 22q yJ x l q q l y d w l .  .  . 2u  l . /2
21r2q L x k . 19 .  .u k . 2 5
 .We shall now obtain a solution for 17 in a recursive way. Define the
k  k . k  n. k  k . k  n m.sequences P s P , . . . , P g M C , K s K , . . . , K g M C , C ,1 i 1 i
k  k . k  n p.and G s G , . . . , G g M C , C as1 i
P 0 s P 0 , P 0 , . . . s L s L , L , . . . . .1 2 1 2
U1
kq1 kq1 kq1 kP s M q A y B K q D G E P . .i i i i i i i i /d
1
kq1 kq1= A y B K q D Gi i i i i /d
q K kq1 *K kq1 y Gkq1 *G , i g N, k G 0, .  .i i i i
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where
K kq1 s I q BU E P k B .i i i i
y1y11 1
U U Uk k kq B E P D I y D E P D D E P B .  .  .i i i i i i i i i2 2 / /d d
y11 1
U U Uk k k? B I q E P D I y D E P D D E P A , .  .  .i i i i i i i i i2 2 / / /d d
i g N, k G 0
1
Ukq1 kG s I y D E P D .i i i i2 d
y11 y1U U Uk k kq D E P B I q B E P B B E P D .  .  . .i i i i i i i i i2 /d
1 y1U U Uk k k? D I y E P B I q B E P B B E P A , .  .  . . /i i i i i i i i i /d
i g N, k G 0.
The existence of the above inverses will be established in the proof of the
proposition below.
PROPOSITION 9. Consider u g Q fixed. Under the hypothesis of Lemma0 0
2, for each k G 0, we ha¨e that
 . k  k k . nqa P s P , P , . . . g H1 2 sup
 . 2 U  k . 2  .b d I y D E P D G a I for all i g N, and a ) 0 as in 15 .i i i
Ãk k k U .  .  .  .c J u , x s J u , x , w , q s E x P x , whereÃ Ã0 0 0 0 0 u 00
w k s w k 0 , . . . , w k k y 1 , 0, 0, . . . , .  .Ã Ã Ã .
q k s q k 0 , . . . , q k k y 1 , 0, 0, . . . , .  .Ã Ã Ã .
and
1
k kyl kw l s G x l , l s 0, . . . , k y 1, .  .Ã Ãu  l .d
q k l s J y K ky l x k l , l s 0, . . . , k y 1, .  .Ã Ã .u  l . u  l .
x k s x k 0 , x k 1 , . . . s X u , x , w k , q k . .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã .  .J 0 0
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 .  .Proof. Let us apply induction on k. From Proposition 3, a and c are
 .clearly true for k s 0. Let us prove now that b is satisfied for k s 0. Fix
 . p   . . pu s i g N and consider w 0 g C , w s w 0 , 0, . . . g C . Then, from0
 .14 ,
222 2 22 2 2 Ä5 5 5 5 5 5a w F d w y Z i , 0, w F d w y Z i , 0, w . .  .2 2 22 2
Ä 2 2 U5  .5 5   .  . .5  .  .  .But Z i, 0, w s Z u 1 , D w 0 , 0 s w 0 *D E L D w 0 and2 2J u 1. i i i
5 5 2  .  .  .w s w 0 *w 0 , so that, from 14 ,2
w 0 * d 2I y DU E L D y a 2I w 0 G 0 .  .  . .i i i
 .and since i and w 0 are arbitrary, the result is proved for k s 0. Suppose
now that the proposition holds for k. For x g C n and u g Q , we define0 0 0 0
kq1 5 5 2 5 5 2b u , x s sup inf E C x q y J x q q . 0 0 u 0 u 0 00 0mp q gC0 0w gC0 0
2 5 5 2 kyd w q x 1 *P x 1 , 20 .  .  ./ /0 u 1.
where
x 1 s A x q B yJ x q q q D w . .  .u 0 u u 0 0 u 00 0 0 0
Set for each i g N,
W kq1 s I q BU E P k B ) 0 . .i i i i
y1U Ukq1 k kN s I q B E P B B E P A .  . .i i i i i i i
Qkq1 s AU E P k A q M y N kq1 * I q BU E P k B N kq1 .  . .  .i i i i i i i i i i
y1U U U Ukq1 k k kU s D I y E P B I q B E P B B E P A .  .  . . /i i i i i i i i i i
DU E P k D .i i ikq1 2R s d I yi 2 d
1 y1U U U Uk k kq D E P B I q B E P B B E P D ) 0 .  .  . .i i i i i i i i i2 /d
y1 U Ukq1 k ku s W B E P A x q B E P D w .  .Ã  .  .0 u u u u 0 u u u 00 0 0 0 0 0 0
y1 Ukq1 kq1 ks N x q W B E P D w . .u 0 u u u u 00 0 0 0 0
u s yJ x q q .0 u 0 00
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A trivial but somewhat lengthy algebraic manipulation leads to
5 5 2 5 5 2 2 5 5 2 kC x q y J x q q y d w q x 1 *E P x 1 .  .  .u 0 u 0 0 0 u0 0 0
y1U k kq1 kq1 kq1s x Q q U * R U x .  .0 u u u u 0 /0 0 0 0
q u q u *W kq1 u q u .  .Ã Ã0 0 u 0 00
Uy1 y1 y1kq1 kq1 kq1 kq1 kq1y w y R U x R w y R U x .  .  .0 u u 0 u 0 u u 0 /  /0 0 0 0 0
 .which shows that the solution of 20 is given by
u s yJ x q q s yuÃ0 u 0 0 00
y1U Uk k ks y I q B E P B B E P A x q B E P D w .  .  . .  .u u u u u u 0 u u u 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1y1kq1 kq1 kq1w s R U x s G x , .0 u u 0 u 00 0 0d
and therefore
1y1U k k kq1q s J x y I q B E P B B E P A q D G x .  . .0 u 0 u u u u u u u u 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 /d
s J y K kq1 x . .u u 00 0
 .We have from 20 and the above that
y1Ukq1 k kq1 kq1 kq1b u , x s E x Q q U * R U x . .  .  .0 0 0 u u u u 0 / /0 0 0 0
After some algebraic manipulation, we get that
U y1k kq1 kq1 kq1Q q U R U .  .i i i i
s AU E P k A q M y N kq1 * I q BU E P k B N kq1 .  . .  .i i i i i i i i i
1
Ukq1 kq G * I y D E P D . .i i i i2 d
1 y1U U U Uk k k kq1q D E P B I q B E P B B E P D G .  .  . .i i i i i i i i i i2 /d
1
kq1 kq1 ks M q A y B K q D G *E P .i i i i i i i /d
1
kq1 kq1= A y B K q D Gi i i i i /d
q K kq1 *K kq1 y Gkq1 *Gkq1 s P kq1 , .  .i i i i i
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so that
b kq1 u , x s E xU P kq1 x G 0, .  . /0 0 0 u 00
kq1 Ãkq1 .and thus, P G 0. Notice now that, by definition, J u , x Fi 0 0
kq1 . kq1, m  .b u , x . On the other hand, consider, for any q g C , w q s0 0
  . .  . . . kq1, pw q 0 , . . . , w q k , 0, 0, . . . g C as,
1
kq1ylw q l s G x q l , l s 0, . . . , k , .  .  .  .u  l .d
 .   . .  . . .   . .and x q s x q 0 , x q 1 , . . . s X u , x , w q , q . We get thatJ 0 0
k
2kq1b u , x s inf C x q l .  .  .0 0 u  l . 2kq1, mqgC ls0
2 22q yJ x q l q q l y d w q l .  .  .  .  . 2u  l . /2
21r2q L x q k q 1 . .  .u kq1. 2 5
kq1, p  .Taking the supremum over W g C we get from 19 that
kq1 Ãkq1 .  .  .b u , x F J u , x , showing c , that is,0 0 0 0
Ãkq1 kq1 U kq1J u , x s b u , x s E x P x . .  .  .0 0 0 0 0 u 00
kq1  kq1 . nqLet us show now that P s P , . . . indeed belongs to H . To show1 sup
5 kq1 5  .  .this it remains to prove that P - `. From 12 and 14 , for anysup
x g C n,0
2 2U kq1 kq1 2Ã Ä 5 5x P x s J i , x s sup Z i , x , w y d w .  . 2 50 i 0 0 0 2
kq1, pwgC
2 22 5 5F sup Z i , x , w y d w . 2 50 2
kq1, pwgC
2 22 5 5F sup Z i , x , 0 q Z i , 0, w y d w .  . 2 50 2
kq1, pwgC
2 22 5 5F sup Z i , x , 0 q Z i , 0, w y d w .  . . 2 520 2
kq1, pwgC
2 22 2 25 5 5 5’F sup Z i , x , 0 q d y a w y d w . .  . 2 2 / 50 2
kq1, pwgC
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 .Recalling that K stabilizes A, B , we have from Proposition 2 that for
5  .5 5 5  .some c ) 0, Z i, x , 0 F c x c independent of i , so that2 20 0
5 kq1 5 5 kq1 5 U kq1P s sup P s sup sup x P x 4sup i 0 i 0
igN igN 5 5x s10
2
2 2 2’F sup c q d y a l y d l - `. . / 5
l
 .   .  . .Finally, let us show b . Consider w s w 0 , . . . , w k q 1 , 0, 0, . . . g
kq2, p kq1  kq1 . kq1 .. kq1, p   .C , w s w 0 , . . . , w k g C , and q s q 0 , . . . ,Ã Ã Ã
 . . kq2, m kq1  kq1 . kq1 .. kq1, mq k q 1 , 0, 0, . . . g C , q s q 0 , . . . , q k g CÃ Ã Ã
given by
1
p kq1 kq2ylw 0 s w g C , w l s w l y 1 s G x l , l s 1, . . . , k , .  .  .  .Ã0 u  l .d
q 0 s 0, q l s q kq1 l y 1 s J y K kq2yl x l , l s 1, . . . , k , .  .  .  .Ã  .u  l . u  l .
  .  . .  .where x s x 0 , x 1 , . . . s X u , x , w, q . Then, for u s i and x s 0,J 0 0 0 0
2 22 5 5Z i , 0, w , q y d w . 2J 2
2 2 2kq1 2 kq1 2Ä 5 5 5 5s Z u 1 , D w , w y d w y d w . Ã Ã . 2i 0 02
Ãkq1 2 2 U U kq1 2 25 5 5 5s J u 1 , D w y d w s E w D P D w y d w . .  .i 0 0 0 i u 1. i 0 0
U U kq1 2 5 5 2s w D E P D w y d w . .0 i i i 0 0
 .  .But, from 12 and 14 ,
2 2kq1 2 kq1Ä 5 5Z u 1 , D w , w y d w . Ã Ã . 2i 0 2
2 2kq1 2 kq15 5F Z u 1 , D w , w y d w . Ã Ã . 2i 0 2
2 2 22 25 5 5 5s Z i , 0, w y d w q d w . 22 0
2 5 5 2 2 5 5 2- ya w q d w ,0 0
that is, for every w g C p0
U 2 U kq1 2 5 5 2w d I y D E P D w ) a w . .0 i i i 0 0
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showing that for every i g N,
U2 kq1 2d I y D E P D G a I. .i i i
We can now proceed to the proof of Lemma 2.
 .Proof of Lemma 2. Let us show that P as defined above satisfies i ,i
 .  . nii , and iii of the Theorem. Since for every x g C and i g N,0
U k Ãk Ã Ux P x s J u , x ­ J u , x s x P x as k ª `, .  .0 i 0 0 0 0 0 0 i 0
we get that P k ­ P as k­`. Moreover, from the proof of Proposition 9,i i
5 k 5there exists a ) 0 such that P - a for every k G 0, showing thatsup
5 5 nqP - a, and thus P g H . Taking the limit as k ª ` in Propositionsup sup
 .  .9, we get that P satisfies i and ii of the Theorem. Moreover from
uniqueness of w established in Proposition 8, and that w k is a maximizingÃ Ã
Ã .   ..sequence for J u , x see 9 , we can conclude, using the same argu-0 0
w x kments as in the proof of Proposition 3 in 34 , that w ª w as k ª `.Ã Ã
Ä Ä k Ä .  .  .Continuity of X u , x , ? implies that X u , x , w ª X u , x , w asÃ Ã0 0 0 0 0 0
k k k Ä k Ä  .  . .  .  .kª`, and thus, x s x 0 , x 1 , . . . sX u , x , w ªX u , x , w sÃ Ã Ã Ã Ã0 0 0 0
  .  . . 0x 0 , x 1 , . . . s x. Therefore, for each l g N ,Ã Ã Ã
w k l s 1rd Gky l x k l ª 1rd G x l as k ª `. .  .  .  .  .Ã Ã Ãu  l . u  l .
Similarly,
Q u , w k s q k s q k 0 , q k 1 , . . . ª Q u , w s q s q 0 , q 1 , . . . .  .  .  . . .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã . .0 0
as k ª `,
so that for each l g N0,
q k l s J y K ky l x k l ª J y K x l as k ª `. .  .  .Ã Ã Ã . .u  l . u  l . u  l . u  l .
This shows that
q s q 0 , q 1 , . . . s Q u , W u , x .  .  . .  .Ã Ã Ã 0 0 0
s y J y K x , y J y K x 1 , y J y K x 2 , . . . .  .Ã Ã .  . . .u u 0 u 1. u 1. u 2. u 2.0 0
w s w 0 , w 1 , . . . s W u , x .  .  . .Ã Ã Ã 0 0
1 1 1
s G x , G x 1 , G x 2 , . . . .  .Ã Ãu 0 u 1. u 2.0 /d d d
and thus,
ÃX u , x s x , x , x , . . . , . Ã Ã .0 0 0 1 2
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where
1
x k q 1 s A y B K q D G x k , .  .Ã Ãu k . u k . u k . u k . u k . /d
x 0 s x , u 0 s u . .  .Ã 0 0
Ã n n Ã n . w x   ..  .Since X u , ? g B C , C as seen in 16 , we get that X u , x g C0 0 0 0
for any u g Q and x g C n which implies, from Proposition 2, that0 0 0 0
 .r L - 1.1
APPENDIX
 .  n.Proof of Proposition 2. « All we have to show is that x g l C ,2
  .  .. nsince that, as mentioned above, x s x 0 , . . . , x k g C for everyk k
k g N0. We have that
ky1
x k s A . . . A x 0 q A . . . A D w i .  .  .u ky1. u 0. u ky1. u iq1. u i .
is0
and by the triangle inequality in C n,
ky1
x k F A . . . A x 0 q A . . . A D w i . .  .  .2 u ky1. u 0. u ky1. u iq1. u i .2 2
is0
 .   .  . .  .   . . pq  .Set W i sE w i w i *1 , W i s W i , . . . g H , DW i D* si u i .s i4 1 1
  . U . nq w xD W i D , . . . g H . From Lemma 1 of 9 , we get that1 1 1 1
2 kyiy1A . . . A D w i F n L DW i D* .  . . 1u ky1. u iq1. u i . 2
ky iy15 5F n L DW i D* .1 1
22 kyiy15 5 5 5F n D L w i , .sup 1 2
5  .5 ` 5  .5 ` 5  .5 2 . 5  .5 2 .since W i s  W i F  E w i 1 s E w i s1 is1 i is1 u i .s i4
5  .5 2w i . Similarly,2
2 2k5 5A . . . A x 0 F n L x 0 . .  .1 2u ky1. u 0. 2
w xFrom Lemma 1 in 26 , there exists 0 - z - 1 and b G 1 such that
5 k 5 kL F bz , and therefore,1
k
x k F z b , . 2 kyi i
is0
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 1r2 .kyi .  .1r2 5  .5  .1r2where z s z and b s nb x 0 , b s nb2kyi 0 i
5 5 5  .5  .  .D w i y 1 , i G 1. Set a s z , z , . . . and b s b , b , . . . . Sincesup 2 0 1 0 1
 ` < < .  ` < < 2 .a g l that is,  z - ` and b g l that is,  b - ` it followsis0 i is0 i1 2
 . kthat the convolution c s a) b s c , c , . . . , c s  z b , lies itself0 1 k is0 kyi i
5 5 5 5 5 5  w x.in l with c F a b cf. 13, p. 529 . Hence,2 1 22
1r21r2` k
2 25 5 5 5x s E x k F c s c - `. . . 2 2i 5  5
ks0 is0
 .¥ Making w s 0, we have from Proposition 1 above that
` 5  .5 2 . n E x k - ` for every x g C and u g Q is equivalent toks0 0 0 0 0
 .r L - 1.1
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